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Basing on recent studies of the magnetic properties of (Zn1- x)M3Αsn2
(ZMA) and (Cd1- x Mn x )3As2 (CMA) as well as on theoretical works devoted
to the Mn—Mn interaction in semimagnetic semiconductors, we have determined the distance dependence of this interaction taking into account the
complicated crystal structure of both systems. The resulting radial dependence of the exchange interaction (being a sum of superexchange and the
Bloembergen-Rowland mechanism) together with the scaling analysis have
allowed us to describe the Mn-concentration dependence of spin-glass freezing temperature in ZMA, CMA and, for comparison, also in Cd1- x Mn x Te
in very good agreement with experimental data.
PACS numbers: 75.50.Lk
By alloying the II-V tetragonal semiconducting compounds Ζn3Αs2 and
x ) 3 Αs 2 (ΖMΑ) and (Cd1-x Mnx s)3A2
Cd3Αs 2 with manganese, the (Ζn1- x Mn
(CMA) systems, belonging to the family of semimagnetic semiconductors
(SMSC's), can be formed. Extensive studies of the magnetic properties of both materials have been performed by Denissen et al. [1, 2], who analysed the experimental data within an extended version of the pair approximation. This analysis was
based on an idealised quasi-cubic crystal structure of the systems in question, i.e.
the Mn ions were assumed to be randomly located on an ideal simple cubic cation
sublattice, what implies only one nearest-neighbour (NN) Mn-Mn distance with
a corresponding exchange constant J1 a unique next-nearest-neighbour (NNN)
distance with J2, etc. In order to get a fair agreement between theory and experiment, a number of exchange constants as fitting parameters had to be introduced
(for ΖMΑ J1, J2 and J3 see Fig. 1), completed with two additional parameters
J0 and p describing the long-range interaction as Jv = J0Rv-p for v > 3; this
type of interaction at larger distances has been deduced from a dependence of the
spin-glass---paramagnet transition temperature Tf on Mn- concentration [1, 2].
Recently, de Vries et al. [3] carried out the detailed stuctural study of ΖMΑ
and found that the cation sublattice of this system is severely distorted, which
results in 12 different values for the NN Mn-Mn distance, instead of one as assumed
,
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in [1, 2]; similarly, the number of NNN distances increases considerably (see the
inset in Fig. 1). Moreover, the first NN separation R1 = 0.29 nm in ZMA is,
to our knowledge, the smallest one among the known SMSC's. Thus, Mn -alloyed
11—V SMSC's appear to be good candidates to examine the radial dependence of
the exchange constants, since we are dealing with a quasi-continuous spectum of
possible Mn-Mn distances.
As follows from the theoretical studies of the magnetic interactions in
SMSC's [4], there are two essential exchange mechanisms between the Mn-ions
in these materials: (i) superexchange, which may be written as
JSE(r) = JSE(r = 1) exp[-αSΕ(r 2 - 1)],
where r = R/R1 is a distance between the Mn-ions (in units of the first NN
distance Rι) and αSΕ is a constant [4] and (ii) the Bloembergen—Rowland (BR)
exchange, which may be described as JBR(r) = JBR(r = 1) exp[—αΒR(r - 1)]r 3 ,
where αBR is a constant α Eg with Eg being the energy gap [5].
Basing on this approach and taking into account the real crystal structure of
ΖMΑ [3], we have obtained the J(R)-dependence (J(R) = JSE(R) + JBR(R)), as
shown in Fig. 1, by fitting the theoretical dependence to experimental results concerning the magnetic specific heat, magnetization and susceptibility [1, 2]. Having
determined J(R) [6], we have applied the scaling analysis allowing one to relate
the spin-glass freezing temperature Tf to the Mn-concentration x [7, 8].
Our calculated curves along with the experimental data are shown in Fig. 2.
Apart from ΖMΑ and CMA, we present for comparison also the results obtained for
1x-MCnΤe(Td)[9].Itcabsnh,ipeofaxntlchreof
the formulae describing both superexchange and the BR mechanism, the resulting
curves, which very well reproduce the experimental data, are quite close to straight
lines obtained when adopting a phenomenological power-law dependence of the
type J(R) α R [7, 8] which, however, has not any theoretical background.
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In conclusion, our results confirm the theoretical prediction that superexchange is the main exchange mechanism at short distances [4], but additionally it
may also be stated that the role of the BR-type mechanism of interaction is not
negligible and becomes dominant at larger distances.
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